
Curriculum web

Class: Amber Year Groups: Year 5 and 6 Term: Term 1 Autumn  Term 2022

Topic: Geography - Where we Live

Core Texts: Topic: Inspire - Immerse- Investigate Home and School

This term we will be exploring ´Where we live.

-Review continents and oceans

-Explore Europe and the country of Portugal.

-Explore the regions, mountains, rivers of Portugal

-Focus on Lagos and the surrounding areas in the Algarve.

-Explore the culture and traditions of portugal.

Super starter: Trip to Lagos beach

Marvelous middle: Trip to Lagos town centre and

historical sites/ science museum - to learn about the

discoveries??

Fantastic finish: Presentations about our local area

- Home learning: Spellings are given every Wednesday for

a spelling test the next Wednesday.

-Maths home learning is set every Monday. These will be

glued into their home learning books.

-Science Home learning is set every Monday.

Throughout the term there may be special home learning

projects for the children to complete. All home learning

is written in their home learning diaries.

- Please check Class Dojo for notices and photos from the

children's week.

English Maths Science

- Fiction: Use a Talk for Writing fantasy text ‘The Tear

Thief’ to stimulate creative writing

-Non-Fiction: Study and create a non-chronological

information text about our local area.

Place Value: Read, write and order numbers beyond a

million, counting forwards and backwards, understanding

place value + comparing numbers, rounding numbers,

negative numbers in context, comparing temperatures

Science: Identifying scientific evidence that has been

used to support or refute ideas or arguments. Planning

different types of scientific enquiries to answer

questions.



- Non- Fiction: Poetry

-Fiction: A magical Christmas Tales text to stimulate

creative writing

- Guided reading with comprehension questions

- Weekly spelling

- Handwriting

- SPAG / Phonics

Addition and subtraction: Mental addition and subtraction

strategies, column addition and subtraction

Multiplication and division: Multiples, factors, common

factors, prime numbers, square and cube numbers,

multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000. Times tables

focus throughout.

Statistics: Interpret graphs, comparison and difference,

introducing line graphs, read and interpret line graphs,

draw line graphs, use line graphs to solve problems, read

and interpret tables and timetables.

Year 5: Study the science of Earth and Space; explore

gravity, forces, friction linked with water resistance and

displacement; how currents, tides and waves work

Year 6: Understanding of different body organs and

systems; investigating flowering plants; understanding

living things in their environment (Food chains and

habitats).

Portuguese Computing PSHE

- Topic related vocabulary

- Dialogues using past simple and present simple.

- Spelling and pronunciation of basic vocabulary through

stories images, songs and videos

- Spelling and pronunciation – know how to introduce

oneself and to ask questions.

Portuguese grammar - articles, nouns, and regular verbs

- Irregular verbs (for advanced Students)

Internet Research Skills - Where we live, google maps

and wikipedia

Presentation Skills - Persuade people to live in Portugal

Coding Skills - Block coding (Scratch)

eSafety Skills - Reliability of internet information

-Create our Class Promises

- Checking in - what’s going well in class? What could we

change/improve?

- Feelings check in

- Destination setting using our ‘Positive Pathway’

- Using the calm corner

Art and Design Agriculture PE

My summer 2022  Collage diff. Media

Learning about Gustav Klimt, Kandisky, Joan Miro

(Creating colorful paintings with black lines)

Architecture of Portugal houses, scratch of a street view

of Lagos

3 - d writing and drawing

Christmas crafts ; clay and paper

What happened in the summer? Observing, naming the

plants I know

Re- creating my spot, new teaming up , responsibility and

relationship with nature

Preparing the ground for winter crops

Seeding , planting,

Make distinctions of plants

The worm compost

- Develop running, jumping, throwing and catching in

isolation and in combination

- Learn competitive games (football, rounders, and

tennis), and apply basic principles suitable for attacking

and defending.

- Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control, and

balance (through athletics and gymnastics).

Mindfulness Music Drama

The general aim of the curriculum is to use mindfulness
practices to support the development of the whole child
through games, problem solving and meditation:
Supporting the development of emotional literacy
Investigating di�erent sensations and sense experiences

- Basic orientation about music reading, how to recognize

the symbols, notes, music elements …

- Recognize the different musical instruments: families,

material, sound…

- Explore rhythm, concentration and vocal skills - Level 1

-warm up exercises for body and voice.
-Group games to encourage working as a team and trust
within the group.
-Trust exercises to create a “safe place” for students to feel
safe in and grow in self con�dence.



Supporting our ability to connect and better understand our
friends as we explore what it means to be us through
movement and music
Expressing our experience through colours, art and doodling

- Learn creative expression through music and connection

to the heart through music

- Learn about different cultures through music

(exploration of world music)

-Storyte�ing. Students rete� a story to the class they
remember from their childhood.
-Practicing stage entrances and exits.
-Devising. In sma� groups, students create a sma�
performance for the class, reenacting one of the stories
told.


